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J write to you from a Soviet camp for 
political prisoners, located in the 

Lesnoy Settlement in Mordovia (Camp 
ZhKh-385/19). The problem to which 
I would like to draw your attention is 
of vital interest not only to me person
ally, but also to a large number of 
Soviet political prisoners-scientists 
who are in camps for expressing their 
political views openly. 

In this letter I will not concern my
self with whether and up to what extent 
the persecution of citizens for exercis
ing their right to free speech, guaran
teed to them by law, is lawful and 
justified, though this fact in itself 
should also come to the attention of 
world scientific opinion. However, 
this question is too vast for a 
thorough examination in a letter. 
Furthermore, it is up to each individual 
scientist to decide whether he wishes to 
express himself on this subject or not. 

I would only like to draw your atten
tion to the conditions in which these 
political prisoners are held and how this 
affects their professional skills. Among 
us there are physicists, mathematicians, 
biologists, civil engineers, philologists, 
philosophers and many others. Person
ally, I am an astronomer, specialised 
in the field of meteoric astronomy and 
astro-biology. Each one of us, regard
less of his political views, remains, 
above all, a scientist and aims to pre
serve his professional skills under any 
circumstances. 

However, this is impossible under 
the conditions which prevail in the 
camp. A specialist who is sent to a 
camp is deprived of the opportunity to 
follow developments in his field effec
tively. In accordance with Soviet law, to 
receive literature, periodically or in any 
other way, published abroad is categori
cally forbidden. This ban extends to 

this same geometrical behaviour. 
Monks Wood consists of blocks of 
woodland, divided by grassy rides of 
short turf. The moles spend most of 
their time in an anastomosing network 
of permanent burrows under the trees, 
but this system is joined at frequent 
intervals by mole runs which cross 
under the rides. These almost always 
run straight across the ride; they never 
run ,along it. And the burrow comes 
out of one woodland block and enters 
,the other, at almost exactly ninety 
degrees. 

How and why this happens is diffi
cult to understand. Why does the mole 
never make a right-angle under the 
woodland ride, which may be several 
yards across? Under a lawn, which the 
ride resembles, a zig-zag would normally 
occur in this distance. A mole busily 
burrowing underground in the wood 

literature of non-political content, in
cluding specialised literature and litera
ture published in countries on friendly 
terms with the USSR. Subject to so 
many restrictions and in practice totally 
isolated from any source of informa
tion, a scientist soon feels he lags 
behind contemporary science and that 
he is losing his professional skills. In 
accordance with existing forms of 
evaluation, total disqualification is 
reached in approximately three years. 
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We are serving sentences of five, seven 
years and longer. W,e face total creative 
impotence. We are not just deprived 
of freedom for a given period of time. 
We are deprived of our chosen work 
and our profession forever. 

These restrictions are imposed not 
only on publications from abroad. 
Literature published in the USSR can 
be received only through specialised 
shops, which deal by post. According 
to the rules operating the book market 
in the USSR, in practical terms this 
means that one can acquire literature 
which has been published only recently 
and even then only if it is in small 
demand and cannot be sold over the 
counter. Any monograph or reference 
book indispensable to work which has 
been published a few years back is 
impossible to acquire. To receive 
literature from private individuals 
(even from relatives) is strictly forbid
den. Fear of the written word reaches 
such proportions that even cuttings 
from the Soviet press al"e not allowed 
in the mail. To receive scientific infor-

must, somehow, recognise that it has 
reached the edge of the ride, and it 
must receive some stimulus which 
causes it to burrow in a particular 
direotion towards some goal on the 
other side. 

My correspondent raised another, 
more familiar, problem. He asked: 
"How can one decently remove moles 
when they are wrecking your lawn 
without actually putting them to 
death?". This is difficult, and I usually 
try to persuade people to learn to live 
with their moles. Especially in a clay 
soil a mole (there is usually only one 
at a time in the average garden) makes 
a series of hills from the spoil as it 
digs its tunnel system, but when this is 
complete there is !Jiitle further evidence 
of its presence. The mole is territorial, 
and will keep other individuals away. 

There are various repellants on the 
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mation in private letters from col
leagues-such a fashionable method 
during the Renaissance and widely used 
at present-is also impossible for us. 
Probably as a result of inadequate 
,education of those who guard us during 
our imprisonment, letters of such 
'strange' content arouse special sus
picion. Their censoring takes many 
long months and quite often they are 
not even delivered. Letters from abroad 
excite particular apprehension. 

The disqualification of scientific 
workers is speeded along by purely 
physiological reasons. We are all foroed 
to do heavy physical work, and many 
of us who are no longer so young are 
badly equipped for it. This leaves us no 
time or energy for intellectual pursuits. 
The food is highly insufficient, low in 
calories and in quality (lacking in 
protein, carbohydrates, phosphorus, 
vitamins). A condition of semi
starvation is normal for us. I will not 
dwell on this problem further as it has 
already been examined repeatedly. 
I will only add that all this contributes 
in bringing about a sharp decrease of 
intellectual potential, and a weakening 
of memory, and so on. 

For the sake of humanity and profes
sional solidarity, I beg you, and 
through you scientists throughout the 
world, to intercede on our behalf in 
this difficult situation. I appeal to you 
to focus your attention on the plight of 
your colleagues. There is no need for 
political action. We only ask you to 
secure for Soviet scientists the right of 
unhindered use of scientific literature, 
and the right to maintain scientific 
contacts. Please send your colleagues 
in prison camps books and journals 
and other scientific material, and in 
this way ease the conditions in which 
they are held. -K. A. LyubarskU 

market. If they work, they usually 
divert the animals to a neighbour's 
garden. Generally they are unsuccess
ful, or they only close up a section of 
the burrow system. The Caper Spurge, 
as attractive plant in its own right,· is 
reputed to keep the garden free, but it 
seldom does. 

If people must be rid of moles, they 
have to kill them. The commercial 
scissor trap will catch one troublesome 
beast, and worms baited with strych
nine will wipe out a large population. 
But the garden, particularly if adjacent 
to a wood, will always be liable to re
invasion. The same will happen if the 
neighbours find an effective repellant! 
It is best to rely on the territorial in
stincts of your own moles, hoping that 
thcv will do little more damage and 
will keep out all other members of their 
own species. 0 
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